
Step 1
Prepare your fabric.
1. Use the template to cut out pairs of triangles. Match up the pairs using
matching fabric for both front and reverse.
2. Pin each pair together (right sides facing each other).

Step 2
Forming the flag.
1. Sew the two long sides 1cm from the edge, leaving the top edge unsewn. (A1)
2. Trim around the point. (A2)

Step 3
Turning out.
1. Have your iron ready on a low heat as you will need it soon!
2. Turn your flag right side out, making sure to push the point out.
TIP: A chopstick is perfect for this!
3. Press flat.
4. Trim the small excess triangles at the top of the flag. (A3)

Step 4
Forming the bunting ribbon.
1. Fold and press the cotton tape/ribbon in half, lengthways.
2. Starting in the middle, open up the tape and insert one of the flags with the raw 
edge along the fold. Pin in place.
3. Measure 2-3cm along (whichever is your preference for spacing) and insert the
next flag.
4. Repeat both sides of the centre flag until all flags are pinned in place. 

Step 5
Finishing.
1. Fold the raw ends of the cotton tape inside 6mm and press.
2. Refold and then pin in place.
3. Sew the tape together along the length approx. 2mm from the bottom edge
(remembering to remove the pins as you sew). (A4)
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Cut this template out
as a guide for your
bunting

Make Bunting
Bunting is the perfect way to spruce up
your home or garden, it’s a wonderful 
choice for celebrations too!
Make some for parties, baby showers or just
for everyday!

You will also need...
Fabric fat quarters
Sewing machine (optional)
Needle and thread
Scissors and pins
Ruler/tape measure
Iron & ironing board
Pencil/fabric marker
Cotton tape/wide ribbon


